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Females
Paternal

Bear Men, Land and Eterekes:

Nurture and Symbolic Female Roles
           '                                '

on Truk '

 TosHIMITsu' KAwAI

Sonoda Wbmen's Cbllege

IVthough thg sociQties on the iSlands of Truk are matrilineal, the responsibility

of nurturing children fa11s on the fathers. .The notion of nurturing by the

father cannot, howevet, be understood aS springirig simply froin the natural

love of the parent for his child. It is an integral part of all s'ocial processes on

Truk, in the wider sense. To begin with, the nurturing of the child by the

father contains aspects of what are termed "nurturant" acts directed toward

matrilineal groups. These actions are different from those directed 'toward

the father's group. Moreover, they are a part of the aMnal exchange bgtween

the groups of the father and the mother. Secondly, the concept of the father's

obligation toward his child is associated with the fundamental obligations of

any ordinary male. Concrete examples of the concept of nurturer may
include the behavior ofa chieftoward his people, or perhaps the actions a matri-

lineal group leader might direct toward its members under the aegis of the

group.
Finally, niale responsibilities of this type ate easier to understand in cQntrast

with sYmbolic female roles used to identify and perpetuate the group by

symbolically reproducing the people, blood and land (food) of the matrilineal

group. On the matter of group to group interchange, conditions of identity

and sharing confirmed by symbolic female roles within the group are recreated

in relationships with other groups through nurturing male roles. These

roles serve, if only temporarily, to confirm conditions of identity and sharing,

exactlY as might be dong bgtween the members of one group and another.

Keywords : aMnal nurture, sharing, foods, excharige,

Islands.

landoimership, Truk
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INTRODUCTION

    For many years, anthropologists haye viewed research on the symbolic meaning

and the consumption, exchange and production of food as a vital area of study.

A large number of ethnographies on,.these themes have been in existence fbr- some

time. In past research, I have fbcused on the symbolic significance of fbod in those

areas of the Truk group where I have been involved in the recording of verbal abuses,

folktales, and human relationships [KAwAi 1978, 1979]. In this Paper I intend not
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only to reopen the matter of recording the human relationships surrounding food

on Truk, but also to seek clarification of the ethical foundations supporting them.

For this purpose, I begin by comparihg of two works that difle,r from the standpoint

of theory. . , , ..    The first is a comparative study by Rubel and Rosman of vatibus tribes in

Papua-New Guinea. The nurturing behavior ofparent toward child and the incest

tabop were explained as fo11ows:

     Goods and services exchanged with aMnes in this case will be different from

     goods and services exchanged with exchange partners. Rules may be present

     which parallel the incest taboo and compel individuals to exchange goods

     that they are forbidden to consume themselves. Some of the societies which

     we shall consider forbid individuals from eating the the pigs and yams .which

     theythemselveshaveraised[RuBEL'and RosMAN 1978:5].' ''' "' ''
                            /t                               '
    This'is to say, they explain that exchange arrangements with other groups for

crops apd animal's occur for the same reasohs as it is fbrbidden to have sexual relation-

ships with the daUghters they have raised. That fueans that just as one'must give

away gne's own daugbter he has raised, so a person is fbrbidden to eat the crops and

animals tha,t he has raised. Rather, he must present them to another group. The

mental processes undergone to explajn exchange arrangement$ with other grQups as

having evolved from prohibitions of personal consumption,within one's own group

lje at the foundation of L6vi-Strauss's theory of structuralism.

    Apart from differences in theoretical standpoint, Clay theorizes in a similar

fashion on the social significance of exchange and nurturing practices of the Mandak

tribe on New Ireland [CLAy 1977]. The Mandak believe it is the obligation of the

mother to.nurtuTe the, yoUng. Nurturing,'  however, is not always litnited to the

behavior parents exh ibit toward their children within a group . Clay has the following

to say in this regard: . .

     Within the world of human relatibnships, the Mandak person engages in
     another dialectic'pf inclusional exclusion of nurturing interactions. The

     moral force of nurtu,ri'ng relationships is expanded arid contracted to form,

     .M,,a,ln,".a,`"../"--,d..,-b.a.",g,e,l.h:,gO[tra.'..b.O,","i,d,9ge,s2].o.gpoiiSicaifapt.i.gns,hamiets,

    In other words, nurturing exceeds the confines of family among the Mandak

pepple and is a cultural symbol whose purpose is to tepresent various economic,

political and social relationships with other groups.

    The contrasting conclusions of Rubel and Rosman, and Clay are interesting

beCaUse the areas with which they are both concerned are geographically contiguous.

For Rubel and Rosman nurturing is in-group behavior in which parent provide

children with food ahdlQr care. Exchangelnurturing relationships-e.g., having to

renounce the daughters they have brought'up or the livestock and foodstuffs they

have raised and turn them over to' other'groups---are areas of association which are

separate and distinct depending on ,whether they arg in-group or out-group. For
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Clay, nurturing js a cultural symbol that is extended to other groups and exchanged

with other separate groups. The domains of exchange and nurturing therefore

overlap.

    It is impossible to judge with any degree of precision whether the difference

between them stems from a simple disparity in theoretiCal standpoint or from

a substantial variance of data.i) An explication of this would be interesting, but it

               ttjs more important･ for present purposes to see' how both models can be used to

interpret data from Truk. '. ''
               '    The social organization of Truk clearly resembles that of the Mandak. The

kinship system on Truk, like that of the Mandak, is organized matrilineally and the

transfer of "nurture" is an important cultural symbol in all areas of social association

(vide inja)., As Marshall has already convincingly shown, "nurture is the nature

of kinship" on Truk [MARsHALL 1977] regardless of whether it is within the group

or outside it. At the level of ethnography, then, the Rubel and Rosman's model

is somewhat difficult to accept.2)

    This is not to say that I am convinced of the complete suitability of Clay's

Mandak model for the interpretation of data from Truk. It probably goes without

saying that the system on Truk vaties in several ways from that of the Mandak. For

instance, the Truk people think that the duty of caring for children rests with the

father (paternal nurture), a matter I will discuss in more detail later. This Trukese

                          'belief contrasts with the concept of maternal nurture held by the Mandak; indeed,

                                                              tt                                              'it･ is 'the very opp osite. ･'' -' '･' ' '･･ ' '
    Bearing this fundamental contrast in mind, let us first ex'amine gift exchanges

among aMnal groups, which Clay has labeled "affinal nurture", and compare them

with affinal exchanges of the Trukese; Following this, I attempt to elucidate' ,the

nature of the ethical basis peculiar to the culture on Truk which underlies these

aflinal exchange relatioriships by contrasting with symbolic female roles within

the group. Analysis of this ethic will also provide･us'with the meaning ofTruk's

                                                         '                                                                  tt"fiexible" matrilineal system. ' ･ ･ ･' '

"AFFINAL NURTURE"

   According to tradition, Moen, presently the economic and political center of

all islands, was the cradle of Trukese culture. Many benturies ago, twelve ancestors

                    tt t tt                                          '       '
 1) The social importance of the duty to nurture 'in Oceania has been emphasized time and

  again. On this point, A. Strathern suggested that in the cultural domain, kinship ･in the

  New Guinea Highlands "is a combination of filiative. roles and ideas based on up-
  bringing, nurturance, and consumption'6f food." [STRATHERN 1973: 29]
 2) ･ I do hot suggest that this is universal threughout Micronesia. On Yap･[LABBy 1976b]

  ,and Ponape [FiscHER,-WARD and WARD 1976] islands near Truk, it is reported there is

  .a notion of incest as cannibalism. That concept is used to prohibit invest and the
  eating of human flesh within the group and is thus related more clQsely to Rosman and
  Rubel's chart than to Clay's. This matter is itself quite interesting, but must 'be left it

 i., to another occasion.
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Figure 1. Place Names of Moen Island

i

of the Trukese crossed from the island of Kusaie to Moen, settling first in the village

of Mechitiw. As their numbers increased, their descendants gradually spread

through the remainder of the atoll and to the outlying islands. The legend says

that the descendants of the peoples who departed from Moen will one day return.

This legend is told as aJ'itang, precious knowledge to which only the chief is privy, even

today. After World War II, Moen became the political and economic center. Some

people view the inflow ofjob-seekers from the other islands as a fu1fillment of the

ancient prophecies. Along the coast east of Mechitiw is an area known as Sapwuuk,

which is subdivided into the five regions of Nemwaan, Eer, Winipis, Nuukanap and

Peyitiw. The last of these is uninhabited (Fig. 1).

    Sapwuuk itself, however, is not a unified political unit. Each of its four in-

habited districts are political units Qf comparativgly high autonQmy controlled by

a chie£ Eer district, thg subject of this study, has a population of about four

hundreds, Many adult males work jn government or area busjness. This is not to

say, however, that they have fbrsaken altogether traditional trades or modes of

living. On the contrary, established cultural patterhs continue td thrive. The

descendants of the twelve apioa1 ancestors referred to above have been formed into

matri-groups (qyinang) whose genealogical connections are not clear. These eyinang

have branched out into still smaller groups (eterekes). Accordingly, in any given

district, eterekes of different lineages exist side by side. These eterekes are the basic

unit of Trukese affinal exchange. '' ', -
    Kisekiis, defined as "receiVing gifts from an affine", is without a doubt the folk
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model fbr Trukese aMnal exchanges. This practice commences within a month after

betrothal. When they betroth, kisan, gifts, are exchanged between and among the

maleiand female sides. Prepared breadfruit from the male side and fish from the

fernale side are presented as kisan.

    One type of kisekiis is the exchange arrangements between siblings-in-law of the

same sex (kiiscy). The,foodstuffs involved in these exchanges are spoken of as kiis.

Goodenough fbcuses on kiis in his well-known ethnographical description of the

island of Romonum, .explaining that:

     Kiis may be defined as that form of gift in which the giver retains no right to

     the property given and in which the recipient assumes no obligation

     [GooDENouGH 1951:49].

   ' This fails to distinguish between kiis and kiisey. Strictly speaking, kiisey, the

!elational concept of exchanges between aMnes, and kiis, objects of value exchanged

m the context of kiisey, should be differentiated.

    IVigleriiy is another variety ofkisekiils. It means "to give something to a person"

and allows for unrestricted mutual access ofproducts of the land within affine groups :

a sort of right to plunder. This is the first right that becomes operable between the

aMnes ofa married couple after the birth ofa child. That is, although certain aMne

relationships may exist prior to the birth of the first child, it is necessary to obtain

the other's permission before taking crops belonging to the other's group. The right

of ngeriiy, which commences with the child's birth, continues indefinitely even though

a couple might divorce. Residents rationalize the reasons for ngeriiy between

eterekes of the wife and matri-group eterekes of the husband, as described below.

    (1) The rationale supporting ngeriiy on the part of the father's eterekes

(i,e,, access to the land of the members of the mother's eterekes) is that children are

part of the mother's eterekes because of the principle of matrilineal descent.

Children, therefbre, are raised on crops obtained from land of the mother's eterekes.

However, on various occasions members of the father's eterekes as well 'as the

father himself give fbod to these children. In other words, children are provided

with fbod for their nurturing from both the maternal and paternal sides of their

families. Members of the mother's eterekes regard food given by members of

the father's eterekes to children of their own group as a return courtesy for the

plunder rights (ngeriiy) extended to members of the eterekes of the children's father.

   (2) The rationale supporting ngeriiy on the part of the mother's eterekes

(i.e., access to the land of the father's eterekes) is thet fathers are given the public

duty of nurturing their own children. Children, however, belong to the mother's

group and are nourished with the fbod of the mother's group. Therefbre, members

of the father's eterekes consider ngeriiy to be a right provided by members of the

mother's eterekes of the children whom they look after in return for their services.

   Truk's ideological rule of residence is uxorilocal, but for various reasons virilocal

residences are very much in evidence. In such situations the children, although part

of the mother's eterekes, live with their father. Since they are also quite often
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subsisting on the food of.the father's eterekes, the reasoning set forth in (1) above

usuallyapplies. . ...･ ,' '･ ･'' ･'
    The right of plunder is intimately connected with the rjght to visit the homes of

aMnes and be fed by them. The license to visit freely at the homes,of affinal relations

for the purpose of eating is also conferred on children possessing common blood

with eterekes of the husband and wifie at birth. From the viewpoint of the children,

this'means that they are permitted to eat freely at the eterekes of both the mother

and the father. This visiting right is in principle extended to include the eterekes

of the four grandparents on both the father and mother's side. In practice, hgwever,

as the relationshiPs become more distant, both ngeriiy an'd this visiting right fa11

increasingly into disuse. The sphere of relations which includes the sharing of food

at visits for that purpose and the ugeriiy network is called mddrddri.

    In spmmary, kisekiis refers to aMnal exchanges between the wife's group and the

husband's group. However, it is based on consanguineous relationships. This is

clear from the fact that it commences with the birth Qf the first child sharing the

blood lings of,both groups. From this practice, there develop a network of food

exchanges between affinal groups, similar to what Clay calls "aMnal nurture" [CLAy

1977]. The father'$ grouP and the mother's group provide food to children who

share the blood lines Qf both groups and raise these children through, so to speak,

the process ofcommunal upbringing.. Accordingly, people in both groups recognize

the concept of repayment for fbod provided to children which the other group is

expected to look after. In othe,r words, both ngeriiy and the right to visit and ea.t are

mutually recognized by both groups and are conceived of as the paying off nurturing

     '                                         'debts. '. '･,･ '･ - ' .' .' ･ .'-･   ' I wish to make clear that this type of nurturing custom is a basic folk pattern

fbund in the exchange relationships among,the Trukese. Thus, given the existence of

two groups, A and B, a gift of food from either A to B Qr B to A is thought of as

a kind of nurturant act. In fact it is widely known that such nurturant acts are a.char-

acteristic feature of the entire Trukese culture,-even though this behavior is as yet

incompletely understood. As Marshall put it:

     Trukese kinsmen are those who share such things as land, fbod, labor, resi-
     dence, support hnd (not necessarily) 'genetic substance qnd who chooSe mutually

     to'acknowledge each other as kin. In the･ Trukese view, those who nurture
 '･ one another through acts of sharing validate their natural kihship' or become

  : created kinsmen as a consequence of these nurturant acts. It follows from

     this that persons who do not continue to nurture each other may cease to

                                                      '     regognize each other as kin,[MARsHALL 1977:650-651]. ･ , .f･ '･

  ' This may also apply to kisekiis as between equals in tan affinal group. Just as

gifts of food for the benefit of close kin are nurturant acts, there are likely to be similar

types of nuTturant acts performed between affinal groups. Let us examine this point

next. , ･                     t ttt              '

d
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THE EXCHANGE OF NURTURANT ACTS

    During the period of this investigation a certain male informant was working

as an elementary school teacher, for which 'he receiVed a salary of $90 every two

weeks. Out of that salary, however, he spent $60 on community activities, such as

Christmas celeblations, weddings and,the purch4se of fbod fbr the congregation of

the local Christian'church. He paid ano'ther $14 to his siblings, father-in-law and

mother-in-lawi or used it for presents to siblings of his wife. Had he failed to turn

over part of his salary to his wife's kinsmen, he would probably have been socially

censured. His behavior was clearly founded on traditional custom. Since food can

ordinarily be purchased with cash, money and food are spOken of synonymously.

Thi$ explains why his action may be thought of as a variant of the traditional custom

                                                                  'ofgiving fbod to aMnal groups. ' ･ . ･ ･, ' ' ･. L ･ .,
    By chance, one of the' children of this informant was born prematurely. Since

his wife, however, did not know how to care for a'premature infant her husband's

mother, i.e., the child's paternal'grandmother, who had had experience in such things,

brought this baby'up as her own, on coponuts and milk. In such a case it should

have fbllowed that this child would revert to meMbership into the eterekes of the

father's mother (the grandmother). However, at the father's request the child re-

mained in the natural mother's eterekes. Nevertheless, the grandmother and the

child (grandmother and grandchild) eat and sleep together. The child is close to the

grandmother and although he has been asked to come and eat with 'his true mother,

he refuses the invitation with such excuses'  as "1'd be embarassed to," or "It wouldn't

                                                '.suit my palate." .･ ' , ,. . - J.. ., . ., ･. .
    One day, the child's mother had a spat with her husband, and went home to her

parents. (In 'virilocal marriages, this happens from time to time since the wife･lives

in her husband's house.) Following custom, the child's grandmother, that is, the

woman's mother-in-law, went to fietch her, but the Wife refused to return. The

grandmother explained that she. felt terribly let down, even'betrayed, at this' time

since she had been "raising the wife's baby." In her reasoning, the child of her son's

wife belonged to another eterekes. They were, nevertheless, living with her son and

furthermore she was raising the grandchild as if it were her own. ･ At the bottom

of the grandmother's feeling was' the daughter-in-law's failure to show'proper

gratitude. '    It would be diMcult to classify this example as a true case of adoption. It does,

however, exhibit certain traits in common with adoption. Adoption is called

naawnnawn and means "dining together", "sleeping together" or `res'iding to-

gether"--in short, "living with one another". In the case of adoption, however,

nurturant acts and cooperative living between･the adopting and adopted sides are

socially recognized, and a sort of kinship is established. The same may be said of

aMneal relationships of the husband and wife. Mutually provided care and foodstufu.

are exchanges of nurturant acts and behavior which strengthens relationships.
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I should point out here that these exchanges of nurturant acts among groups are

recognized even at the local group level.

   I will cite another example from the stories that have been told to me. There

once was a man, fbrmerly a missionary Who originally came from a Pugous eterekes,

in Eer, who prepared a will just,'prior to his death, indicating that he wished to

associate with a certain Village on the'island of Tol' in the same atoll. In June,. 1977

people of his Pugous eterekes went to that island and were received cordially. On

August 28'of the same year,.people from Tol Island made a visit to /repay their

obligations to Sapwuuk. People of both islands sat up late ,feasting and chatting

together. Afterwards, they spent' the night together at the meeting house. The

banquet was sponsored by the Pugous eterekes, but all residents of the Eer district

lent ahand. ResidentS ofthe other districts on Sapwuuk also cooperated by bringing

cooking utensils and food. However, it is said that there was a contrary opinion,

to the effect that those who received the 'people, from the island of Tol should be

limited to "members of the Pugous eterekes,who had gone there and eaten food so

that from then on only Pugous could give them (the people from Tol) food."

    This pattern of the respective groups staying together and exchaitging fbod

(meals) locally between groups, is sanctioned in the same way as the feasts that are

held on Sapwuuk. Such events are called wuwa on Truk. There are two varieties;

related to ritualized food presentation, One of these is the ritual gift of first fruits

offered to sisters ofa father from the children ofher brothers. The other is'ritualized

gift giving of first fruits to the chief from his people. The former I shall speak of

in more detail below. As for the latter, the important first fruits of the harvest are

breadfruits or yams. In certain cases bananas, tapioca or other fbods are substituted.

After this ritual has been,performed the people are free to Prepare and harvest the

remainder of the crop. Crops that have been gathered and arranged in front of the

chief in' the wuwa ceremony are exchanged with similar crops prepared for a chief in

a neighboring villagel Redistribution is carried out through the chief. Sapwuuk,

which is composed of four inhabited districts, is divided into two exchange pairs:

NemwaanlEer and WinipislNuukanap. (The other exchange pairs on Moen are
PeniyalPenieSene, Tunnuuk!Mechitiw, IraslMwaan, Neewuwo!Wichap all of which

are' geographically adjacent to each other [Fig. 1].)

    I have taken a soMewhat tortuous path to reach this point, but what is im-

portant to recall is that where food (meals) exchanges exist among actual groups,

such as mentioned above, the event takes place'at an'overnight together in the

meeting house. Staying overnight 'anddining together in the meeting house is clearly

an experiment for confirmation of a mutual identity with the other local group. As

one Truk infbrmant mentioned, "We reach the point where it can be said that we are

pwii wi (siblings) if we are living together.'.' Thus, even though they are not related

by blood, they become kinsmen when they eat the same fbods and live in the same

homestead. Living.together and sharing the same food, called naawnnaawn, is

a･ condition of･the relationship between husband and wife, as well as of the relation-

ship among near kinsmen. We can thus,regard staying together and the sharing of
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fbod with members of a difierentilocal group" at･ a feast accompanied by an exchange

of food as an attempt to' confirm a /mutual identity.'

                          ttTHE･MEANING OF PATERNAL NURTURING
    '                           '                                   '            '                                      '
    One may question why formal responsibility for the nurturing of children rests

with the father, even though the kinship system on Truk is matrilineal. Let us then

next direct our attention to areas of overlap between the father's responsibilities

toward his children and the models for the offering of nurtqrant acts from group A

tp.group B. ,   First of all, it must be recalled that the obligation of a father to nurture his children

is a notion fundament' al to ･Trukese .c' ulture. This situation has･been summerized

by R. G. Goodenough as fo11pws:

     Trukese preoccupation with food and eating is well documented. Perhaps '
    'not so clearly stated in the literature is a related and i'ntense concentratiori bn '

     problems of nurture-taking care' of arid being cared fof by others. The

     cultural ideal of the'go6d parent is at.the core'of this preoccupation. The

     good parent is one who not.only' feeds' his children well, but also Protects them i

     against evil spirits, takes care of them w.hen they are･sick, and imparts his own

     knowledge to them. This ideal extends to the Trukese people's religious

     conceptions of the good spi;its and their politigal conception of the good chief,

     A good spirit "will provide the living with food, teach them new lore', and

     generally look after their health and welfare "(Goodenough 1963: 134). The
     chief's role is similarly seen as a nurturing one; the good chief is 'expected to

     be a father to his people, allocating food and protecting them against'their

     enemies. Indeed, the word for chieC sjmwoon, seems' originally to have.

     meant `head father'. Nurturing roles are valued in virtually all societies,

     but the nurturing adult, particularly the nurturing male, is an especially

     ;t3rlo]ng cultural ideal,among tb.e people of Romonum. [GooDENouGH lg7o:

          '
    lt can be said that social relationships of a vertical nature-between beneficent

spirits and humans, between･a chief and his fo11owers', between-parent and child--are

revealed'in the cultural concept of strong nurturing.

    It can be further stated that these relationships have come to embody something

in the way of an all-pervasive value structure in Trukese culture. At present, the

upbringing of children is the responsibility of both the father and mother. In fact,

one infbrmant mentioned that "a father and a mother are pebple who give food to

a child." Nevertheless, thc, pltimate responsibility for nurturing the child rests with

the father. This is explained by saying that "even though the mother nurses the

child, if the father does not provide fbr the mother she cannot give milk."

    However if the father and child, adhere to the rule of matrilineal descent they

belong to separate matrilineal groups. Therefbre the relationship of a father and

child is not simply a personal sort' of patrifiliation, but,an- intermediary association

of the connection between the father's eterekes and the' child's eterekes. Children
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possess a particUlar relationship with their father and all of their father's eterekesi..

This is called EZtUkabr of the father"s group. The link that symbolizes the positioning

of this EZtUktir is probably the wuwa ritual, to which I alluded earlier. In this cere-

mony first fruits are presented to sisters of the father from the eZfekabr. . ISZiTikdir gather

these fimits from lands of the father's sisters and present them along with something

else, which either includes copra or fish. This act ofgift giving is called agay, "take

it!" qnd may be the converse of n(ffbng, Which is offered at the birth rite of a first

child. Nij7?ing is a presentation of fish or breadfruit to children of the brother

(Eifl5ktir)-from his sisters.3) .. '･. -･, . '. . ..
                                                   '
    This term ntO?ing is also used in reference to gifts of real property from father

to child. On examination of all 45 tracts of land in the Eer district (all of which had

been claimed), I determined that 14 were lands belonging to eterekes, 17 were plots

a person had obtained from his father, 8 were plots people had received from their

mothers, and 5 had been purchased. There was only one about whigh the people'

seemed,to be unclear. As fbr the 8 obtained from mothers,, there would have

certainly been some which were given to the children by the nij7?ing transfer from father

to mother. ..Thus-we may think of tracts･'of land handed over to children by

their fathers as being more numerous than is at first apparent.

    According to the Trukesg, lands given by males to their wives arid children are

called ntffbng, but they should more properly be termed niwinin tdimimabw. Niwinin

carries the implication of things "sold" or a "favor returned", and tabmtindiw the sense

of "kindness' rendered toward another. In other words ntfibng is a present given by

a Man in'retu-rn for care rendered during a,period when his wife was ill. Then again

it may be that a present of. Iand,is made tQ a wife or child on the basis of a feeling

which makes the father think that the real property owned by his son is so'insignificant

that he feels embarrassed. ･･ . , ' ' - ･ . i
    Because the matrilineal system on Truk possesses this characteristic of

"flexibili'ty"-allowing fbr gifts of land from father to child-it has given rise to

considerable debate among anthropologists. The views of G.P. Murdock and

W. H. JGoodenough are typical. Although they recognize that a patrilineal system

of inheritance also exists,, they maintain that "the inheritance of real 'pr,operty is

exclusively matrilineal in ptinciple" [MuRDocK and GooDENouGH 1965: 225].

The'
y'

 dispute' the idea that the existence of matrilineal inheritance is central to Trukese

descent. Similarly, W. H. Goodenough says,･"Perhaps the best translation of term

.ilZfZ}kyr (({tUkabr) is `heir' " [GooDENouGH 1955: 92], and str6ngly implies the role of

                                                                'cZfekabr･as potential heirs of the father's eterekes.4) '' ' '- ･,' ' '

    Both researchers give considerable attention to inheritance and the ownership

ofLreal' property in this way and construe the matrilineal system of Truk as having

'3) There was an old person known as EsopvV. The story has it that he was given this

  name because the things he reeeived from his father's sisters at his birthday celebration

  only amounted to half a portion, esopwi' The things that were passed from .the ouktir

  to"the father's sisters, agey, also came out in -the telling.
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flexible land rights either for the purpose Qf adapting to unstable ecological con-

ditions [GooDENouGH - 1955] or ･as part of the process of evolution leading to some

sort of high level corporate matrilineal deScent grOup [MuRDocK.and GooDENouGH

1965]. If we bear in mind. clas$ical bilateral. and unilateral -modes, such thinking

forces us to comprehend the obligations and flexible rights o£ a Trukese father in

relation to his children or a gray area lying somewhere between these two models.

This theory clearly resembles the concept Qf complementary filiation, which･so-called

descent theorists would place in the area' of-unilineal descent.'

t It may at first appear feasible to 'conceivet,of the'relationship between a father

and his child (EZfUkabr) on Truk as a kind.of complementary filiation.. When the

nature of opkabr is examined, however, it becomes e'vident that the matter is rather

more complex than that.

    First, according to one informani, EWktir denotes ･"a person belonging simul-

taneously both to the father's and the mother's eterekes." ThiS statemant is clearly

in accord with the concept Of blood relationships among the Trukese.

    The basic relationship in the Trpk matri-group (jutuk [meaning fiesh] ) is the

bond either between mother and child or the mother and other siblings. 4 Fufther

siblings succeed to the'  property iriterests of the mother's matri-group (eterekes)

which is the main unit forjointly held tenurg. Wherever the mother-child assdciation

i's ex･pressed as a bond ofLfittuk, maternal substance, the relationship of father and

child is spoken of in terms of the resemblance in facial appearance. Ordinarily,

when a child is born, such expressions`as "wuupun woomw Wakin" ("It looks likg

Wakin") or "naawn Nishi" ("That's Njshi's child") will be uttered. (No significance

is attached to the two personal names used in these examples; they were merely the

names of the husband and wife in,fbrmants interviewed). It is commonly thought

a child may resemble its father, but such verbal expressions are never made with

regard to the mother.

    Trukese also receive their blood (chaa) through their mother, but it is also said

that children inherit chaa from their father. , In the$e two cases the actual significance

of the term chaa differs. A Tr' ukese proverb says cht2 chok chaa, literally "food is

the sole source of strength". However, this saying has a particular metaphorical

meaning. Chab means bone (chabab) in a metaphorical sense and in some contexts

chaa may mean semen, Thus the proverb may be interpreted as meaning "[Father's]

semen is the source of [his children's] bones." Accordingly, this saying is usually

uttered when in the compariy of people of the same sex and would be considered

impolite in a mixed group. Similarly, whenever an inquiry such as "whose child

is this?", is made by a third party, the child's mother will usually reply, "this

child vvas conceived by the chaa of so-and-so." On Truk it,is said the (Z125kabr receive

4) They'also probably see the custom of.Trukese fathers presenting gifts to their sons

 as the result of the attempts by the Japanese and Germans, who formerly ruled these

 areas, to change from matrilineal to patrilineal succession by a legal process [MuRDocK

                    ' 1965:226]. -- .- ･- -･.,･.. ･:･ . ･, ･                               '                                                   '
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life because they have obtained the father's chaa (or seed). This' is used to explain

why the duty of assisting with various ceremonies or helping the congregation of the

father'･s eterekes fa11s on the EZfUktir. This notion, that is, dual aMliation of the

tZ125ktir toward both the maternal and Paternal eterekes, although differentiated,

corresponds to the Trukese bilateral idea of consanguinity. '

    The second problematical area which should be considered is the theory of
extension which places the individual front and center while maintaining the concept

of complementary filiation. We usually think of jndivjduals as being in the midst

of relationships,･ and onee born recipients of both their mother's and father's blood.

This is because such a cultural premise exists in our own culture and, fbr whatever

reason, it is simpler for us to conceive of the bloodlines within society as centering on

the individual and radiating outwards to the mother's and father's side. As noted

earlier, .there are elements in Trukese culture too that trace bloodlines from indi-

viduals to fathers and mothers.

    However, the meaning of the father's chaa and mother's ehaa are not in accord

with.this concept, First, this differentiated character of chaa suggests that the

placemeht of the "individual" in the family hierarchy is not a matter of bloodlines.

Second, we see that it, is the custom of the Truk people to place siblings in the center.5)

Their rationaliz'ation for this is as fo11ows:

    Trukese think of the blood of.feoj7ney, sisters, as being stronger than that of

mwongey (brothers). Children of brothers are cal!ed eZfektir and children of sisters

nqa ri nuuk. In other words, the blood of naa ri nuuk is stronger than that of efk5kabr

(Fig.2). . .
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Nbte: Blood lines focused on a sibling group (the black

     ･symbols show members of the same matri-group)

5) Recently considerable attention has been given to the siblmgship of Oceania. The

 articles cQntained in Sibli,rgship in Oceania (1981), Marshall (ed.), are especially

 noteworthy. I, too, have written previously on the importance of siblingship in

 Micrpnesia [KAwAi 1974]. The data in the present article were gathered in 1977.
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    As stated previously and as may be seen in the figure,' both the blood of brothers

(efckabr) which is inherited by children, and the more potent blood inherited from the

female line of their naa ri nuuk sisters, is spoken of as chaa. 'The chaa, semen or

seed, transmitted from brothers to their children, however, is not alWays as impo'rtant
as the other chaa, i.e., the blood representing the sisters and the relationship of

descendants in the female line. ･ Furthermore, chaa transmitted:to children' ･ from

brothers is not as clearly demarcated as that of the chaa of the ･sisters:ini the female

line. People are generally aware only of the brotherly chad that has passed to the

latest generation. ･ ,･ ･ '･ .;// '. ' ･' " J･.u'
                                                              '    It might well be appropriate to designate tbis rule p. f blood line as being con-

nected to land succession practices.6) ' That is to say, the maternal line ofthe eterekes,

the main land owning unit, is repeated in the strong blood line of the naa ri ntzuk,

the'female line of the sisters. Just as the bloodlflesh shared by a naa ri nuuk line is

symbolic of the identity of the eterekes, land shared arid'inherited by the matrilineal

group is symbolic of the presence of the eterekes. In'contrast, transfer of land by

nij7aT ng from father to son corresponds to the EZ125kabr relationship of children. In

other words, just as semen or seed is transmitted'from brothers to eektir it is per-

missible for brothers to present land to･their children through ntO?xng. In cases

where eekdir and naa ri nuuk difTer even though the latter may be the same unit line

                           '                                              t tt                                                        .L                                        tt                                                 tt ttt ttt r                           t ttt .t ;t
 6) The fine example shoWn in their concept of blood and land passing not 6nly from the

  mother's side but also from the father's is probably ari inst.ance'bfia marriage of second

  cousin comforming to the rule: "do not alienate land too far."' It is said this marriage

  was performed to avoid the breaking up of eterekes land.' They think of an ideal suc-

  cession of land in the fo11owing terms:

     r-------.-----     l- Ns  E =i=i=A B=i=I=F
     k etexrekes /l

G=cNx....-.---p..J-l H Figure 3. A Secpnd Copsin Marriage Associated

        with Land Inheritance

     IJIn the Fig. 3 the genders ofAtvJ may be initially ignored. They are all regarded as being

capable of inheriting land from both their father and mother. , Thus C can reqeive land

from E and A and D from B and F. By the same token, I can acquire land'from G and

C and J from D and H. In this case since A and B, members' bf eterekes X, do not wish

to break up the property of their group, it would be, perrhissible for second cQu' sinS

having blood i'n comrnon with them to marrY.' Alternately, I and J cduld marry, ' Even

though they arg not members of eterekes X, they do have blood relationships in common

so, from the viewpoint of X, the'land is not being alienated to as uncomfortably remote

degree. This is not to' say that such ma'rn'ages are particularly frequent, akhOugh in

many areas of Truk they constitute a marriage scheme that is by no means rare･
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within the eterekes, ,the crucial faQtor is the point where the former intersects cross-

unit,lines ofother eterekes.,･ '' . .'. , .･'
   We are generally jnclined to see nurturing behavior a･s a type of behavior occuring

within the family, .i.e., children caring for the elderly, parents caring fbr children,

etc. As we 'have seen, however, on Trqk the expression of nurturant acts is in'the

context of relationships with the father's groups. In other words, nurtu'ring behavior

on the part of a Trukese father fbr his child must not be interpreted as merely the

loving relationship of father and.child, but rather as a sOcia-1 act which possesses

facets of gift giving behavior of a man belonging to one group directed towards his

wife and children who belong to another group. . Nurturant acts by the father

towards his children, or ntffbn& is a part Qf the exchange. and gift giving process vvith

other groups.. ' .- , ･ '
 ' On the basis of this･ concept we'may coajecture that horizontal nurturing

relat.ionships, exhibited in aMnal practi.ces such as kisekiis,･ and vertical nurturing

rglationships between father and child which were briefly examined above (a chief's

nurturing of his people, a spirit's relationship to humans), are both fbunded on the

same rationale. Both are attempts to,establish mu.tual identity between ong group

and another through the exchange or presentation of gifts. These acts possess the

characteris,tic of being within the conscious sphere of nurturing acts which A exhibits

toward B. The person perfbrming this'act may be a father exhibiting this behavior

toward his child, the chief of one local group toward another group, or on occasion

a ghief toward his people. These male nurturer roles rp.ay be more clearly under-

stood when the,y are cQntrasted with the symbolic roles of the female. This wiil

become more apparent in the fo11owing section. .

SYMBOLIC ROLES OF FEMALES IN THE ETEREKES

   In April or May 1977 an incident occurred in which a person from the' island of

Tol was stabbed to death by someone from Udot. This angered the residents ofTol'

and they gathered near the Continental Hotel on Moen. Meanwhile residents of

Udot prepared to fight back. They boarded their boats and assembled near the
Bay View Hotel, also on Moen. ' A row was averted, it is said, through the mediating

efforts of a man who was the principal oMcer of the government of Truk.

   An old infbrmant (64 years of age at the time) hails 'frbM Tol, but has no wife

or children. At present･he resides on Moen, but should a quarrel arise -between Tol

and Moen, he will cast his lot with those from Tol. The reaspn fbr this he said is

because, "the fact of birth prevails and so we must remain loyal to the island on which

                       tt .t-                               'we were born and raised." ' '' ･ ' ' '                                                         ' t.   This episode suggests several things. Most important has to do with a rule of

belonging related to "the fact of birth"'; blood is associated with the island where
one fir'st saw the Iight of day. In t.he Trukese language fonab, the land belonging to

eterekes, also means a whole island' . Island affiliation is prescribed in accordance

                         '
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with the fact of.having.been born and raised on the island of the mother's eterekes

and mother's island. i '
    I asked the old man that which island his son would take sides, supposing he

had a.son and an incident such as the one described above occured betvv'een Tol and

Moen. He answered that in this case as his son was born and raised on the mother's

island, Moen, he would take the side of Moen. Therefore, we may conclude that

attachment .to the island where members of one's group live and blood connections

with members ofthe mother's group exist are exceedingly diMcult to sever. We may

regard' land and blood as not only binding in the symbolic sense but also as being at

the core of eterekes. This is because: .'
    The land of Truk is divided into various types of holdings Which inclUde fonti

pwtinabei (a hdsband's land) or fenti eterekes (eterekes land). Of these, eterekes land

in particular is held in joint tenure by the･members of the group. The permanence:

of the eterekes and the permanency of the'land exist in an indivisible relationship.'

Partition of the land is therefore thought of as being equivalent to dissolution of the

eterekes. Man and land 'comprise a unity, so to speak, and because of this men

exist along with the land. Conversely, humans who hold land jointly 'are kinsmeri.

The relationship of men'and land is fundamental to Trukese culture. As one

informant aptly put it, "we are men because we hold land. If we have no land we

are like birds 'with no branches to rest on." Land provides men with fbod and is

the foundation of life. It isi the basis of all human activity. Men, on the other hand,

till the soil, manage it and pass it on from one generation to the next.

  ' Women serve as the syMbolical medium between men and the land. ･ The'women

of Truk become aware of this at an early age by means of customary phrases drilled

into them by the older generation. Each of these phrases depicts the vital, symbolic

role women play in sustaining and carrying on the eterekes:

     chon owupwu fenti Jfedu

       (Women bear people on the land.)

     ,feeij7n re owupwu fenti

       (Women give 'birth to all t.he Iand.)

     eu fenti ren feofn '.       (Women holdatract ofland.) ' '
     ,fliofn owupwu e.terekes

       (Women bear the etbr'ekes.)

   Eeofn stands for womankind and fUnti the land. What is apparent ori exami-

nation of these sayings is that with the use of owupwu, "giving birth to", similar Con-

cepts of regeneration'are expressed with regard to both the land and the human

procreation of the eterekes, or matrilineal group. In the thinking of the Trukese,

not only are women the source of humans, but they are also the bearers of the land

and the eterekes. In this light it is simply not possible to conceive of property in the

cbntext of human ownership-i.e., the inalienable possession of humans or assets

possessed by human by legal right. In syinbolic terms, land is women and women is

land and that is all. there is to it.
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    As js widely acknowledged, the rule ofresjdence on Truk is uxorilocal, Virilocal

marriage do occasionally occur for various reasons but, even i£ the 6ride moves to

the home of her husband, she must return to the eterekes of her mother once she

has born children. We may･regard this cUstom.too as.being allied with the rationale

of the oral folklore which describes woman as giving birth both,to the land and the

eterekes. A woman must bear her children, so to speak, on her land.

    That the eterekes is the primary unit for holding of land is frequently evident in

Trukese. sayings where the idea of ayinang or eterekes are said to be 'eu: i.e., they are

one. This was discussed previously. ･The Maternal line ofthe･eterekes.overlaps the

naa ri nuuk ljne or the female line df sisters, and nuuk means abdomen,,stomach or

center. They were born from the stomach of the saMe woman. ･

    This is further evidenced by the fact that chaa (blood) is'inherited by･ that tine

and includes the concept of food. Joint pQssession of blood and food describes the

identity of the eterekes. Marshall has reported that ,land at the level of the subclan

or lineage on Namoluk is .called mb'ngb' chu, or "the source of fbod", [MARsHALL 1976 :-

38]. The two apparently symbolic.connections between land and- foQd and land and

blood are perhaps universal to all the regions ofTruk. - In both cases the, two elements

are tied by the female bonds of the matrilineal･line,' and, as been stated, may be

contrasted to the role of the male as nurturant. :

    The local group which acts 'as the political unit of the residents of a district at

first sight seems to be completely different from the eterekes described above. This

is because, in anthropological circles, blood relations based on kin group and the

local group making up the district unit have traditionally been considered to be

mutually,exclusive. On Truk, however, such distinctions are vague.

    First, both the chief of the local group and the male chief of the eterekes not

only support social order vvithin･ t.he. group, they both serve as･representatives of their

group in political athirs and in dealings with other groups... They ,are both concerned

with the welfare and health of the members of their group and ar'e obliged to provide

protection against enemies. The chief is, in essence, a fathgr (nurturer),tto all the

members of the group. Second, as is evident from the state.ment of the icesidents

that "sisters of the chiegfoqfinay, never leave by getting marriedr', the chief's sisters

are important entities for the chief. His sisters, like the sisters of the leader of the

leotecrafkgerS6uSpYInbOliZe the source of human life and the permanence of land within the

    This may be the reason that sisters of a chief must dwell on the lapd on which

they were born, even after marriage. In one sense the .eterekes can be said to be

a replica of the local group. Because the role of the chief of the local group and the

role of the chief of the eterekes are similarly contrasted with the symbolic roles of

women as slsters. .. . ･ ･. -

   As I stated at the outset, Clay's view of affinal nurture is'obviously helpfu1 in

'
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analyzing data from Truk. It is also possible to place exchange assi ci'a' tiO'n' 's :betWeefi

aMne groups on Truk in the nurture-symbol-exchange relation categpry.,. Hpwp, v.. er?

w.g ,mus,t depgrt frorr} Clay's, model t{hep,.,vye gom.e .t,o !P.g, .;pql ter of excharigg' agree-

ments' between aMne groups. In 'this' regard,,Clay. coptrast,s.the tw･o culturally

acknowledged differences between reciprgcal,ipterqction. ip, the ggm, municatigp. ,of

M.ahdak.symbolization2v,},"sharing'i,and`fexchanging":,: ,.,. ,, xv ,t･,

' s`
haririg entaiis'interactions iri Whi'cfi thr6ugh tke presta.tion ot things, persons

     communicate relationships which are ofone kind. 'Sharirig doe$.qgt epdqpger ,. ,

 ,-, indebte.dnes,s i,n .either pSt.hetpersops. partigipaYipg., Exchqn,gipg, by.g,ontrast,･ ･

     is ,an interaction which. gxpresses `ditPE}rences' ･bgtweep. persons andL groups

     Who are giving and receiVing things t℃LAy 1977: 102]･ ･ .-･ i

 '" dri Tfuk the digtifi'di6h.lb,'iet,tben''ghat/ing,and:Ie'k6ht}bgptti" ';a.sl'pi6pos,ed 6Y'ciay

is, (elatively, meaningless ip,terms, of, a,ffi.nql ,exch4p. ges,,1 B,y ,ggntrasting t,h..e male

Social function of performing exchanges with the symb. oltsc,,,rple pf females within

the group we begin to perceiveagreater significance:,' L i･. ;}.･ .･' ..,i :.: ;'

   r'Trukese 'aMnal exehanges serve ･to ･rbdu.ce or･･rembve the 'botindat`ies ･that people

naturally,eend to establish. Creat.ing an.d.. sustainipg a' mutval identity'is t,hetefore

eoticeiveq Qf.aPd. embodig,d' in,., the pgrtP. !p.}. a'nce of qp. e.xchange., .He!e: we should

look. Pnce again .,.at, the fa'i t tha.t, the.,sha'r, irig ofblogd, fbod, or landis ,a'quality of the

affinal group. In kesekiis, a gift giving'  relationships,between ' qffines, the exchange

arrangements first commence when the communal' i'pbringing of dhildren wbg share

the bloodlines of both the md,ther's qnd father's is b. egun. -･ , t,

    SimilarlYs･:a'man: and,a "wo'mani Who.come from ･difle'rent eterekes, li･ve from the

outsiet in the same place','eat the same things, and become husbahd dnd wife, It is

tantamoiunt to divorce if theylseParate.' VYhen.food'stuffs like icopra or breadfruit

are exchanged niutually 'betwee,n, 'ihe wife's and husbarid's sides the conditions,for the

plytual sharing pf food are establisPg,d.- The acts of staying together; eating together

and,excha.nging food betrvgen Persoris in,separatg loeal gr.oyps is' also ,regarded in the

same way. i ,･ ..    The conditions of sharing and confirming mutual identity within groups ,e$-

tablished through:the' symbolic roles ofwoman' are dUplicated ･in ･inter-group relation-

ships through the.nurturerlprp,tector roles played bY mep. i,. ････ '' '''' l . ,

dtirbi,gC'/j,elll,P'igka?O･,.",b''Pg,%d･.,efr,9'Ill,,6/'i.S',ig,9i"elia.r,C:･,i,'Og.11asX,,"'･,ql･gl･`Msi3･l,egP:･&-:lt2･Xl

separately existing categories: i.e., behavior creating 'donditiohs 'cQpductivg

tg sha.r,ing [SCHiEFFELiN,1980], .He,.believes ,the formeg is bqsed on the' theory of

i`taboQ" and the latter･ on'`fmagic."- Employing Schigffelin's.jdga, I. wQuld venture

to say that Trukese exchange behavior or sharing･with another group is a "magical"

rite. ,', ･t ･- : ･･1' +.,: .,,,.:;' ･･ ;' t- -･,･ -=, ･･, :i .' t. ･- . '' ". ' ';. ",'

                                                      - : :tt //t tt -t ttt tt: ttt-:
              '- ': '/ f4 tt; Ilf '. t "' ''tt r ) t'. .' t. .F- .' '. ,t 't `/ '-+ ' . ,', s ;t"'--' '!' r ''t ' ny ':t.L ,' - '- t'+ : ", ;'

                         'I. ./ t .. ;. rt .: ':' t:.' '- /:t. ; .+,t r .. :'i i. . .' t t i' l 1. ,I.+ ..
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